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Abstract.
It is well known that for an integral domain A, the
property that a module is divisible if and only if it is injective is
equivalent to the property that A is a Dedekind domain. In this
paper, it is shown that if A is a left Ore domain, then a torsion-free
left A -module is divisible if and only if it is injective.

Introduction. This paper will contain some results that grew out of
an attempt to solve the following problem: Let A be a ring with no
zero divisors and let E be a left ^4-module. When can E be embedded
in a minimal divisible left ^-module?
The problem has been solved in the case where A is a Dedekind
domain with the result that any A -module can be embedded in a
minimal divisible yl-module.
In the case where A is an integral
domain, then it has been shown that every torsion-free ^.-module has
a minimal divisible extension. This paper will show that over a left
Ore domain, a torsion-free
left yl-module is divisible if and only if
it is injective. From this fact, it will follow that any torsion-free left
^4-module can be embedded in a minimal divisible left ^4-module.
This paper constitutes
a portion of the author's doctoral dissertation written at the University
of South Carolina. The author is
deeply indebted to Dr. Edgar Enochs for his help and direction on
this topic.
In what follows, all rings will contain a unit and all modules will
be unitary left modules. The usual definitions of torsion-free, divisible
and injective have been extended to left modules, but coincide with
the usual definitions over commutative
rings.
Theorem
1. If A is a left Ore domain, then a torsion-free
module is divisible if and only if it is injective.

left A-

Proof. The proof of the sufficiency is identical with the proof in
the case where A is a commutative
ring and will be omitted here.
For the proof of the necessary condition, let E be a torsion-free and
divisible left ^4-module and consider the diagram
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where Ct is a left ideal of A. Let aEQ, and consider</>(a). If <p(a) =0
for every a Gffi then let /£ Horn (A, E) be such that f:B—>0 for every
BEA. Trivially we see that in this case/| G,=d> and thus E is injective.
If <f)(a)^0, then since E is divisible, there is an element x££ such
that ax =<£(«). Let/GHom(^4,
E) be such that/:l—>x. We must show

that/|a=<£.

Let BEd, |6V0 and let r, sG-4-{0}

be such that

ra = s8. This is possible since A is a left Ore domain
[5]. Then
f(a)=d>(a)
so rf(cc)=r<p(a)
and this implies f(ra) =d>(ra). Thus

fisB) =<t>isB)so sfiB) =s<f>i8)and sif(B)-<f»(B)) =0. Since E is torsionfree, we get that /(/?) =</>(/?). Thus/|d=0

so £ is an injective

left

/l-module.
Theorem
equivalent:

2. If A is a ring with no zero divisors, then the following are

(a) A is a left Ore domain.
(b) Every torsion-free left A-module has a torsion-free injective hull.
Proof.

(a)=>(b).

Let £ be a torsion-free

left ^-module

HiE) denote the injective hull of £. Suppose xEHiE),

and let

aG^4, and

ax = 0, a^O. Let B he the submodule of HiE) generated by x and
let |SG^4, 8^0. There exist elements r, sEA — {o} such that ra = sB.
Thus rax = 0 so s(f3x) =0 and this says that j3xG£ since £ is torsionfree. Since BxEB for every BEA and since /3x(J;£, B^O, we see that
BC\E = 0. HiE) is an essential extension of £ so this implies that

B = 0. 1-xEB

so l-x=x

= 0. Thus HiE) is torsion-free.

(b)=7a).
Suppose that every torsion-free left ^4-module £ has a
torsion-free
injective hull HiE). As iA considered as a left module
over itself) is torsion-free,
so A, has a torsion-free
injective
hull
HiA/). Let a, b be nonzero elements of A. Since A is a domain, the
map/:x<z—>x from Aa—>HiAs) is a left A -homomorphism,
so extends

to a map f':A-*HiA,).

Let/'(1) =a~1. Then ba^EHiA/).

There is

some element BEA — {o} such that Biba~x)EAs, for otherwise ba-1
would generate a submodule of HiA/) whose intersection
with A,
would be 0, contradicting
the fact that HiA/) is an essential extension of As. Let Bibar1) =a. Then olt^O and we note that aiaar1) =ct
so iBb)a^1=iaa)a~1.
Since HiA/) is torsion-free, aa=Bb and we get
that A is a left Ore domain.
Corollary.
If A is a left Ore domain, then every torsion-free
A-module can be embedded in a minimal divisible left A-module.
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